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Elements of language learning

Social interaction

Instruction Drilling, repetition



Language learning balance

All teacher-driven: costly, limited availability,
Travel difficulties, physical distancing 

Limited opportunity to study at your own pace.

All drilling: hard to stay focused. 
Hard to choose appropriate exercises
Easy to waste time on non-helpful drills



Vocabulary size

• Highly correlated with overall language 
knowledge

• Relates to standardized proficiency levels 
• Can be tracked very accurately if you start 

from the beginning of your language learning 
journey. 



Estimated vocabulary size for CEFR

• A1 <1500 
• A2 1500–2500 
• B1 2750–3250 
• B2 3250–3750 
• C1 3750–4500 
• C2 4500–5000



Estimates of vocabulary size needed



Robert Bjork on learning: 

• "You can't escape memorization," he says. 
"There is an initial process of learning the 
names of things. That's a stage we all go 
through. It's all the more important to go 
through it rapidly." The human brain is a 
marvel of associative processing, but in order 
to make associations, data must be loaded 
into memory.
Want to Remember Everything You'll Ever Learn? Surrender to This Algorithm
Wired magazine, April 21, 2008



Vocab lists

• Provide structure to courses, whether in 
university, community, online. 

• Provide opportunity to catch up if you miss a 
class or start late. 

• Help to make grammar explanations 
understandable – much easier to follow if you 
know the words in the examples. 



Spaced repetition



Leitner Box





Flashcard apps

Anki



Popular apps
• Anki – favourite of super language nerds

– open-source, non-commercial
– free on computer and android, $25 lifetime iPhone

• Memrise – similar to Anki, slicker, more user-friendly, 
– paid and free versions. Paid is much more useful.
– Not the best terms of use. 

• Quizlet – popular flashcard app
– doesn’t actually offer spaced repetition! 
– useful for in-class activities, short-term cramming
– not recommended for daily long-term use

• Duolingo – popular language learning software
– Releases courses “all or none,” can’t make your own. 
– Getting more commercial, less volunteer-driven





















Necessary tools
• Computer – for making your cards
– could do it all on a phone, but very painful

• Smart phone – for drilling
– way more practical than a computer, find 5 minutes to 

drill throughout the day
• Spreadsheet program
– Microsoft Excel, LibreOffice works fine

• Text editor
– critical and often overlooked. Different than a word 

processor. 
– Mac: BBedit (free version fine). Windows: Notepad++


